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Hello all!
I hope you are enjoying spring –
although we seem to have had more than our fair
share of rain this year.
While we start to look forward to this last part of
the school year, here are some things to think
about. For one thing, we have our Annual Parent Weekend coming up—at the end of August.
The Save-the-date notice has already gone out —
and we have a quick blurb at the end of this
newsletter too—just for you to mark your calendars. Invitations with RSVPs will go out later.
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In the last newsletter, we looked at how important TOUCH is for all of us, and especially
for our children who are deafblind. In this newsletter, we will turn our attention to what it
means to get—and sustain — someone’s
ATTENTION. This is critical for any learning
to happen. It applies to us — and it applies to our
children who are deafblind.
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Spring is when you feel like whistling
even with a shoe full of slush.
Doug Larson

Happy reading!

Lyn
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ATTENTION!

2. We need to be awake and alert in order
to give/pay attention.
A. Attention is affected by behavioral
states. Internal state mirrors the external
level and intensity of attention (engagement).
i. Educational information: http://
documents.nationaldb.org/products/dishbiobehavioral.pdf - What are biobehavioral states
and how can one apply this in one’s evaluation and
work with children.
Ii. Information on behavioral states in a newborn:
http://www.livestrong.com/article/526861-the-6behavioral-states-of-a-newborn/
Iii. Research base:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/
cphy.cp010414/abstract
http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ961787
B. It is influenced by sleep-wake cycles (circadian
rhythms).
i. An interesting article on ADHD and circadian
rhythms:
http:// scicurious.scientopia.org/2012/10/03/marching-to-adifferent-beat-adhd-and-circadian-rhythms/
Ii. Some good advice on sleep: http://
www.fammed.wisc.edu/files/webfm-uploads/
documents/outreach/im/handout_sleep.pdf
Iii. And from the National Sleep Foundation, an excellent downloadable publication, Sleep-Wake Cycle: Its
Physiology and Impact on Health: https://
sleepfoundation.org/sites/default/files/
SleepWakeCycle.pdf

Attention is something we
all seek – in some shape or
form. And it is something
we give others in order to
make that essential connection with them. So when
thinking about attention, we need to think about relationships, our desire to connect and to be connected – to people, but also to things, places. But it is not that simple.
Attention is a complex and multi-dimensional process. So
if we need to have a child who is deafblind “pay attention”, we need to understand it better – and determine
how best it will work for a specific child. If we can think
about ourselves – and how we attend or how we need to
attend better – it often helps us figure out what might be
tried with a child.
Here are a few random thoughts about this phenomenon. Think about each of these in the context of yourself, and then how it might impact a child who is
deafblind.
1. Attention is born in utero. We begin to alert to sensations well before being born. In the last issue we
talked about touch and how the yet unborn baby not
just alerts to touch, but reacts to it – even grimacing
when a doctor pushes him around to get a better ultrasound picture! They react to moods too; and to mothers who smoke. Look at these images and listen to this
information:
 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/
science-news/11489538/Unborn-baby-showngrimacing-in-womb-as-mother-smokes.html


http://www.inquisitr.com/1951166/4d-scansshow-unborn-baby-grimacing-in-womb-as-mother
-smokes/



Do an online search “Baby grimacing in utero during ultrasound scan”.



Interesting that there are “womb sounds” recorded – to use to calm a baby after he/she is born:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DaiLpUZ2DNY – and others on the same page.
Someone even superimposed music to the womb
sounds! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fIdXwD0WqU0



Fetuses recognize Mom’s voice – responding with
increased heartbeat: http://abcnews.go.com/
Technology/story?id=97635&page=1

3.

Attention is a social phenomenon. A child responds
to social input and not just objects. A baby bottle is
not just a bottle, and it does get attention because a
baby is hungry; but it is the interaction with the person who provides the bottle that is even more significant. So a child knows that when a bottle
“appears”, Mom is providing this. So while attention
is focused on the bottle because of hunger, the emotional attention is with Mom.

4.

Conversations are the sharing of attention, to and
fro – part of being a “social phenomenon”.
A. Attention is a sign of interest.
B. It is also the sign of respect for another person or
persons.
C. Attention makes imitation possible. If the child is
making sounds or moving in
a specific way – imitating
the child is a great way to
get attention and to then try
and get the child to imitate
you.
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and Lilli Nielsen (and other educators) used the idea of
incidental learning to create their philosophies of learning, their equipment and how they approached children. Incidental learning seems to become embedded
in a child’s memory, especially if they are really attending closely. There is research to show that directing
attention to incidental learning tasks helps a child learn.
This site has some good ideas for our students: http://
www.familyconnect.org/info/education/tips-forfamilies/incidental-learning/125
Listen to Sharon Sacks discuss the connection between
the development of social skills and incidental learning:
http://www.perkinselearning.org/videos/webcast/
developing-social-skills-in-children-blind-visuallyimpaired
And here’s a useful article from TSBVI on how to incorporate incidental learning to enhance literacy skills:
http://www.tsbvi.edu/seehear/fall05/essential.htm

ATTENTION! (continued)
5.

6.

We don’t just “attend” with our eyes and ears — but
with whole-body awareness.
A. Body language, facial expressions, eye contact
are all connected to attention.
B. We shift between MODES of attending. For example, visual following (tracking, pursuit) may be
accompanied or followed by manipulation
(touch).
C. There’s even a pinterest page on whole body
attending! Take a look: https://
www.pinterest.com/elizasautter/whole-bodylistening-attention/
D. Research — how the body and eyes connect in
attention: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gLzqtUE87v8 — Some interesting thoughts will
pop into your mind!! Here’s an article that goes
with that video: http://joergmueller.info/pdf/
Ubicomp15WalterAnalyzing.pdf

8. Attention is stirred and enhanced by memory, especially if there is an emotional connection.
If we are to retain memory in “an accessible state”, we
need to ensure attention. Take a look at this research:
http://www.psy.vanderbilt.edu/students/fougnidl/
Fougnie-chap1.pdf ; “Attention and memory cannot
operate without each other” says the first line of this
research article: http://ntblab.princeton.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/Chun_CONB_2007.pdf
And this one looks at memory, emotion and attention:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2275659/
Of course this research is more complex than we need.
If we were, very simply, to ensure we have a child’s
attention each teachable moment, we are assisting the
child to put the information first into
working memory (while still engaged
in the task) and then into long-term. If
the experience is enjoyable too, retention in memory is more certain.

Attention is contextual. We respond to consistency.
Take a look at this quick video of a teacher doing the
SAME THING, every single time — to get attention:
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/studentattention-getting-tip Apply this to what you might do
with a child who is deafblind. Consistency is a powerful tool and is something that we know helps a child
who is deafblind. Help create this consistency! When
there is vision, it helps cue a person — such as in
these articles/research: (1) http://
camplab.psych.yale.edu/articles/Chun_00TICS.pdf
(2) http://camplab.psych.yale.edu/articles/
Olson_01Brain.pdf (3) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/10782102 (4) http://
search.bwh.harvard.edu/new/pubs/
CCguidanceKunarJEPHPP07.pdf
But if a child cannot really make good use of vision (and/or hearing)
for this purpose — what then? How do we ensure a
connection to the “context”? Can we represent spatial contextual in such a way that those memories ae
stored?
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?
id=10.1371/journal.pone.0065601

9. Attention is more likely to happen
when there is motivation and cognition involved.
The following paper looks at the emotion-attentioncognition connection: http://cms.unige.ch/fapse/
neuroemo/pdf/BroschSchererGrandjeanSander_smw2013.pdf
 The best learning happens when there is attention.
So – get that attention before you begin anything!
You could use something to indicate, “please pay
attention”. For example, one intervener effectively
used a shiny wand with sparkly streamers – held and
shook this in the periphery until the child “saw” it, and
then brought it in front. After that, she would begin an
activity such as reading a story together.

7. Incidental learning occurs when there is attention.
You can “create” situations to have this occur – without you actually intervening. For example, sit with
your arm just barely touching the child, and play with
something that vibrates through your arm and reaches the child. This allows the child to know that there
is something interesting in the environment – and the
child might use your arm to find it. Here’s a discussion on what “incidental learning” is: http://
psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Incidental_learning It is
not surprising that persons like Maria Montessori,
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ATTENTION! (continued)




If sounds are attractive to a child, then a “singing
bowl”, drums or a percussion instrument might also
work the same way. Take a look at this blog: http://
smartblogs.com/education/2013/09/10/the-zen-ofattention/
Attention leans towards the preferred and liked – our
interests. So, using a “likes” list would be a good idea
- to determine what objects are worth attention, or
perhaps what properties of object are attractive (e.g.,
brightness, lighted, vibrating, sounds that can be detected).

Some suggested reading — for information
on Attention and connected ideas:

10. We need to use attention less when something has
truly become “routine”. There is research to show
that there is decreased attention to something familiar. We have probably had the experience of driving
to work on our day off, just because we were on
“automatic pilot” once we got in the car!
Novelty “wakes up” attention. So does physical activity. Physical activity should become an integral part of
the “routines” of a day. The following article talks
about physical activity being good for focus in children with ADD or ADHD. Exercise is not just good for
firming up the body, but also for firming up the brain,
enabling a child to pay attention better. It is an
“inexpensive, self-prescribed, and accessible alternative” to medication: http://www.additudemag.com/
adhd/article/3142.html
Take a look at the National Center on Deaf-Blindness’
OHOA modules — especially module 9 — which is on
routines and how significant this is for children who
are deafblind to move forward with their learning.
https://nationaldb.org/wiki/page/9/652#ohoa
As each routine is “mastered”, a child can move on.



Dr. Jan van Dijk on attention: https://
www.drjanvandijk.org/downloads/
strategies_in_deafblind_education.pdf



Attention in Early Development:
Themes and Variations. (1996). Oxford
University Press.
Authors: Holly Alliger Ruff & Mary
Klevjord Rothbart)



http://cognet.mit.edu/book/
psychology-of-attention

Watch this webcast from Perkins:
http://www.perkinselearning.org/videos/
webcast/child-guided-assessment—also
Dr. Jan van Dijk

13. There are degrees of attention. This is why you need
to vary what you do, what is being presented. Novelty
definitely helps to refocus attention. You could even
vary the intensity to create more interest – e.g., vary
size, brightness, patterns.

11. Attention is necessary in order to choose, shifting
between two or more things. So be aware of what
you are doing when you have children interact in
choice-making activities. Are they truly shifting from
one thing to the other? Are you giving them enough
time to take in each choice? Are the choices equally
attractive – or perhaps deliberately not?

There is, of course, a negative side to attention – such as
when we are preoccupied, distracted (under-focused),
obsessed (over-focused), perseverative (difficulty shifting
focus), or have a clinical condition such as attention deficit
disorder.
Attention Seeking Syndrome – This is real! Go ahead –
google it!

12. ATTENTION is essential for observation.
So, teachers and others—if you are
evaluating a child, remember that you
need to focus on what you are doing!
Watch the child closely—and without
distraction. Put away your phone,
don’t talk to colleagues, even politely
let them know not to interrupt. You need to watch,
because this will help you learn how to get a child to
focus too.

The end.
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INTERVENER NEWS!

FACEBOOK SHARE





















Want to become a DBI? — Oh no! Not another of
those acronyms!!! A Deafblind Intervener. A message
from Beth Kennedy at Michigan’s DB program
(Central Michigan University) made us all very happy.
There is a new certificate program available to train
interveners. Go on their website to get more information:
https://lf.globalapp.cmich.edu/degreeConc/UCERT/
DBI

Hello to our NON-Facebook friends!
Here is an assortment of posts from
our Facebook page that might be of
interest to you!
Join a 5-session online class on creating accessible materials for your child: http://
www.pathstoliteracy.org/online-classaccessible-literacy-early-readers
Researchers are working on “touchable ink” to
create braille books! Think about that — persons like myself will be able to read braille
more easily visually too! http://
www.pathstoliteracy.org/touchable-ink-lowerscost-braille
Teach sign language EARLY: https://
www.sciencenews.org/article/early-exposuresigning-helps-deaf-kids-mental-task
Wikipedia is taking “access” steps: http://
www.theverge.com/2016/3/11/11200734/
wikipedia-speech-engine-visually-impairedaccessible
Maybe for your summer vacation — access info:
https://parentingspecialneeds.org/article/free
-access-america-beautiful/
Work on those auditory skills! http://
www.pathstoliteracy.org/strategies/activitiesdevelop-auditory-skills
Back-T-Pack is in the news! They have new
models, new colors too! Here’s a Katu look:
http://katu.com/news/local/shifting-the-loadstudy-shows-salem-inventors-backpackreduces-strain-improves-posture
New AT credential available:
http://www.pathstoliteracy.org/newcertification-instructional-specialists
Learn braille through a song: http://
www.pathstoliteracy.org/strategies/braillewriting-song
Don’t say, “Yuk”! Use touch to explore food
textures! http://www.pathstoliteracy.org/
strategies/tactile-exploration-food-textures

If you want to register for the coursework, here’s the
link:
https://www.cmich.edu/global/programs/Pages/
Degrees.aspx?dc=ucert&cc=DBI
NOTE: Through this program, you can work towards
getting a credential from the National Resource Center
for Paraeducators (NRCP)
Contact information for Beth:
Phone: (989)774.2725
VP: (989)546.4626
Skype: BethMSKennedy
Fax: (989)774.1572
Access Utah State University’s Intervener program.
In fact, registration for summer is open. Learn about
interveners and registration from this home page:
http://intervener.org/
Here is more information about the coursework:
http://intervener.org/competencies/

PARENT WEEKEND 2016
SAVE-THE-DATE(S)
Dates:
Location:

August 26-28
Oregon Garden Resort,
Silverton

More info later! If you have changed
your mailing address, please be sure
to let Lyn know so that you get an
invitation/RSVP card. Thanks.
Questions? Contact Lyn Ayer
E-mail address: ayerl@wou.edu
Phone (leave a message): 503-838-8328

Happy non-facebooking!!!
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THE OREGON DEAFBLIND WORK GROUP
Malina Lindell:
Nancy Abbott:
Lynette Kleespies:
Terry Cadigan:
Anne Olson-Murphy:
Darlene Daniels:
Trish Orr:
Gina Fivecoat:
Sharla Jones:
Linda Brown:
Kathy Eckert-Mason:
Sarah Mora:
Amy Parker:
TBD
Lyn Ayer:

Region one, Eastern Oregon
Region two, Central Oregon
Region three, Southern Oregon
Region four, Cascade Regional
Region five, Willamette Regional
Region six, Columbia Regional
Region seven, Lane Regional
Region eight, Northwest Regional
Oregon School for the Deaf/RMT representative
Oregon Department of Education
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation
Oregon Commission for the Blind
NCDB representative, The Research Institute at WOU
FACT/PTI parent representative
Oregon Deafblind Project, The Research Institute at WOU

WEB INFORMATION:

The Oregon Deafblind Project Website: www.oregondb.org
The home page has our newsletters, both current and archived.
Also get frequent information from our Facebook page:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Oregon-Deafblind-Project/132672043449117
and our Pinterest page: www.pinterest.com/lynbayer
We also have our newsletters and other information on our web-page with our partner
organization, the Oregon Department of Education:

http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/results/?id=185

Contact the Oregon Deafblind Project!
Lyn Ayer, Project Director
Oregon Deafblind Project
Western Oregon University (TRI)
345 N. Monmouth Ave
Monmouth, OR 97361

ayerl@wou.edu

www.oregondb.org
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(503) 838-8328
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TRI 149

Lyn Ayer, Oregon Deafblind Project
Western Oregon University
The Research Institute
345 N. Monmouth Ave
Monmouth, OR 97361
The Oregon Deafblind Project is funded
through grant award # H326T130008
OSEP CFDA 84.326T
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Special Education
OSEP Project Officer: Susan Weigert

The opinions and policies expressed by this publication do not necessarily reflect those
of The Research Institute at Western Oregon University or the U.S. Department of
Education. You should therefore not assume endorsement of the content by either the
Federal Government or The Research Institute at Western Oregon University.

